Introduction 1 1 Introduction
The context for this work is the well-known instability of the manufacturing world. Enterprises must have enough exibility to adapt quickly to changing environment conditions, enough knowhow to manufacture advanced products, enough resources to compete on the global market. They must revise the ways they run their business and cooperate with each other, by sharing or outsourcing costly or non-essential operations within an extended/virtual enterprise 2] 5].
Since its introduction, the concept of an extended/virtual enterprise has received a lot of interest in the manufacturing community. We believe that the useful discussion about organisation, management 9] and implementation issues 8] should be supplemented by the more basic study about the meaning of these concepts. We think such a study, cast in the framework of formal semantics, is needed for inclusion of an extended/virtual enterprise within the discipline of enterprise engineering, as well as contribute to the development of this discipline 1, 12] . This work aims to contribute to this goal.
We consider an enterprise which manufactures discrete-parts products and its core activities in terms of product-related resources, processes and business goals. The goal of the enterprise is to ful ll a set of customer orders which specify which product should be manufactured and in what quantity. The enterprise ful ls its goal using limited resources: stocks for di erent kinds of products, space to store them (warehouse) and facilities to assemble them from sub-products (shop oor). Operating on the resources are functions for storing, delivering and manufacturing products (from sub-products) which a ect the levels of stocks. When the resources are like the hardware of the enterprise, a process is like software. We have one process for each customer goal, executed concurrently on the shared resources. The process is built from the basic operations using sequential composition, conditional composition (applying tests over the resources combined with human decisions) and iterative composition for repeating a process as long as a test remains true. On the operational level, the process determines a sequence of manufacturing operations. On the management level, the goal of the process is to satisfy a customer order. To this end the process may need to issue purchase orders for buying products from other enterprises, making its own goal conditional on the satisfaction of such orders.
We study and interpret two ways to put such enterprises together, by the composition of their models. The rst is an extended enterprise. It allows one enterprise's purchase orders to satisfy another enterprise's customer orders. Within an extended enterprise we can reduce to some extent the uncertainly in the satisfaction of the customer orders by individual enterprises (and processes therein), by satisfying part of their purchase orders with participating enterprises. The second is a virtual enterprise. When the extended enterprise describes how individual enterprises can interact in the implementation of their goals, the virtual enterprise describes how they can cooperate. The virtual enterprise is a set of processes which are not members of any particular enterprise but of entire group. Acting on the resources of several enterprises, their execution cross organisational boundaries and can implement customer orders more e ciently. The model is de ned formally using RAISE: Rigorous Approach to Industrial Software Engineering 10, 11] . Its formal semantics is subject of a companion paper 7] .
The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is about notation. The enterprise model is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 is about composition of enterprise models, into the extended (Section 4.1) and virtual enterprise (Section 4.2). Section 5 contains conclusions.
Notation
RAISE is a mathematical approach to software analysis and design. It consists of a rich notation for documenting software development, from requirements to details of the implementation, a formalism for proving correctness of design decisions and a suite of computer-supported tools for editing, checking, printing, proving and transforming software documents. The notation is called RSL: RAISE Speci cation Language. In this section we describe elements of this notation by a simple example.
Products and manufacturing of products are central to the activities of an enterprise. All products are elements of the type Product. type Product In RSL, a type is a set of values with some operations on them. We build types using type expressions from pre-de ned types like Nat for natural numbers or Bool for booleans and userde ned types like Product, using type constructors for Cartesian products ( ), sets (-set), lists ( ), total and partial functions (! and !), maps ( ! m ) and subtypes.
Product is de ned as an abstract type because we are only interested in some attributes of products. The rst attribute is the physical characteristics of products, for storage requirements. To be able to compare products we represent such requirements numerically as a value store of the type of functions from Product to Nat. The second attribute is the structure of products in terms of sub-products, for manufacturing requirements. We use for this a map from Product to Nat: the set of subproducts and the number of items of each of them to obtain a single item of the product. The functions are constrained by an axiom: every product has non-zero storage requirements but no more than the storage requirements for all its subproducts. We present a simple model for core activities of a manufacturing enterprise (Figure 1 ), according to the product model in Section 2. The goal of the enterprise is to ful ll customer orders which specify which product should be manufactured and in what quantity. Ful lling such orders involves issuing customer orders for sub-products, creating the chain of consumer/supplier relations between enterprises which are further studied in Section 4. In this section we introduce:
(1) product-related resources like a warehouse, stocks and a shop oor (2) operations on the resources for storing, delivering and manufacturing products (3) a process which executes a sequence of such operations to ful ll a customer order, depending on the satisfaction of its own purchase orders and (4) an enterprise which executes a set of processes, concurrently on the shared resources, in order to ful ll a set of customer orders. 
Product-Related Resources
We consider three kinds of resources for an enterprise: how many products are available of each kind (stocks), what is the maximum capacity for storing such products (warehouse) and which products can be locally manufactured from sub-products (shop oor).
The warehouse is represented by two values: in warehouse range and warehouse space. The rst represents the set of products that can be stored in the warehouse; the axiom says that this set must be non-empty. The second is the total number of items that can be stored, weighted by the storage requirements for di erent products (function P.store). Representing the constraints on the warehouse by values simpli es the model but also means that such constrains cannot change. value wrh space : Nat, in wrh range : P.Product ! Bool axiom (9 p:P.Product in wrh range(p)) Stock represents the number of items of each product available in the warehouse, de ned as a subtype of the type of maps from Product to Nat. We require that the stock contains all products in the range of the warehouse and the total number of products, weighted by the space requirements, does not exceed the capacity of the warehouse. In order to de ne the shop oor we introduce the module MACH with abstract type Machine and two functions: machine range returns the set of products a machine can manufacture from their sub-products, machine shift returns the number which it can manufacture within a \shift". We constrain such functions using pre/post conditions: for all machines, the range must be non-empty and for any product in the range at least one item is manufactured during a shift. Module MACH will be used as a parameter M to the module ENTERPRISE. The shop oor is de ned as a non-empty set of machines. We require that for any product in the range of such a machine, the product and all its immediate sub-products are in the range of the warehouse. The warehouse and the shop oor are both de ned by constant values. This simpli es the model and allows us to concentrate solely on the core manufacturing activities which e ect is to modify the stocks.
Manufacturing Operations
We consider storing and delivering products from the warehouse and manufacturing products from sub-products. For storing products we introduce a function store which takes the number of items, the product and the stock and increments the stock. An operator y is like a union between two maps except for those elements which are in both domains, where the second map takes the precedence. The product must be in the range of the warehouse and the total number of items must not exceed the warehouse capacity (function enough space Function manufacture takes the quantity, product, machine and stock. The machine must exist on the shop oor, include the product in its range and be able to manufacture at least given quantity within one shift (function machine able). The second constraint is the availability of sub-products (space is guaranteed from the axioms).
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Business Goals and Business Processes
We consider that the goal of an enterprise is manufacturing products from sub-products according to customer orders. Each order requires delivering a number of products of one kind. We de ne the module GOAL with type Goal and functions prod (the product) and qnt (the quantity). GOAL will be used as a parameter G to the module ENTERPRISE. A well-planned process only associates a goal with a machine which is able to ful ll this goal within one shift and guarantees su cient resources for its operations. Function well planned depends on the initial levels of stocks allocated to the process and on the satisfaction of its own purchase orders, issued during its execution (function exec). We assume that the process doesn't share the stock with any other process (we implement this assumption by reserving part of the stock to every process). We also assume that the process has to wait until its purchase orders are eventually satis ed, a condition on the process to ful ll its own goal. Function exec takes a stock and a well-planned process and returns a stock after the process completed its execution. Function proc needs returns the set of goals which need to be ful lled in order for the process to satisfy its own goal. It is not enough to return all purchase goals in the process de nition because the process may never get to actually execute them. However, because every process proceeds independently we can calculate in advance which goals it will need by symbolically executing the process. On the operational level, the e ect of executing a process is modi cation of the stocks. On the management level, this e ect is to ful ll a business goal: after the execution the level of stock for the product is the quantity required in the goal. 
goals(s) ) com sub goals(s)(g) sub goals(s)(g) )
An internal view is how such goals are actually implemented. We present this view for individual goals and for the goals taken together. Implementation of a single goal de nes the process and the stock such that: the process is well-planned, it satis es the goal and sub-goals express the needs of the process to complete (function procs). Consider the lifecycle of a customer order: from the moment it is received and accepted, its subgoals committed and ful lled, until it is executed and delivered. The lifecycle is described using ve implicitly de ned functions (using pre/post conditions): accept, commit, store, manufacture and deliver, all in terms of goals and sub-goals. Accepting a new goal (customer order) involves planning for its execution: the process, the stock and the input in the form of purchase orders. Function has solution decides if there exists a solution for a given goal and a state. Function is solution takes a goal and a set of sub-goals and decides if there exists a process with this set of sub-goals, well-planned and able to satisfy the goal for a certain stock. There are more conditions here which is why we only use implications. Part of accepting the goal is issuing a number of sub-goals (purchase orders). This happens in two steps: rst the order is committed by some enterprise (function commit) and then the enterprise completes the order and stores the result (function store Function manufacture executes the manufacturing process for a given goal, using the allocated stock. The result is a new stock. We modify the state accordingly and remove the entry of subgoals for the goal, to indicate that the process completed. The precondition is that all required sub-goals have been ful lled beforehand. In this section we consider an organisation of several enterprises. We study two ways to put such enterprises together, by the composition of their models. The rst allows one enterprise's customer orders ful ll another enterprise's purchase orders. We interpret this composition as an extended enterprise. The second extends the capacity of an extended enterprise, in addition to allowing enterprises to interact it allows them to cooperate: introducing a set of processes which make use of the resources owned by several of them. We call this set a virtual enterprise.
The Extended Enterprise
Consider the module INDEX with positive natural number ind no and the type Ind of numbers from one to ind no. INDEX is a parameter to the module EXTENDED for an extended enterprise. We have ind no enterprises, each described as an instance of the module ENTERPRISE. In RSL, a module instance (an object) contains a copy of all declarations introduced in the module from which it is generated. We have an array E of objects, indexed by the values of the type Ind, each referred to by E i] and its entities by their quali ed names, e.g. E Beyond an interaction between one customer and one provider to ful ll a customer sub-goal, is a one-to-many interaction between a customer and a set of providers, to ful ll all uncommited sub-goals of a given goal. Function all can commit decides if for a given customer, its goal and a map from goals to indexes (all di erent), the map points at possible providers to all uncommited sub-goals. Functions all make contract and rest contract make all contracts for the customer and its goal, according to such a map. Ful lling such contracts is then done independently for di erent providers. The idea is to allow for a set of processes which are not members of any particular enterprise but an entire extended enterprise. Such processes can execute manufacturing operations on the resources of several enterprises and de ne exchange of products between them, beyond the rigid protocol in Section 4.1. In the sequel we develop the module VIRTUAL which extends syntactically the module EXTENDED.
scheme VIRTUAL(P:PROD,M:MACH(P),G:GOAL(P) We also extend the de nition of a process to refer to several enteprises for the execution of its operations, also allow for the transfer of products between them, beyond the rigid protocol in Section 4. 
end pre p 2 state^ex well planned(p) ::
The virtual enterprise has its own set of goals, sub-goals and committed sub-goals, all comprising an external view of any individual enterprise. However, the internal view di ers. The stock is distributed among individual enterprises, each process may execute operations on several enterprises and act on the allocated part of the stock of every participant. Altogether, the extended enterprise consists of the activities by individual enterprises, how they interact in terms of contracts, and how they cooperate according to the virtual enterprise. We could also 
Conclusions
There exists a growing demand for tools 3], methods 13], languages and standards 4] to model, analyse, build and re-build manufacturing enterprises as engineering artifacts. This, however, requires formalisation of the basic concepts which underline the \de nition" of an enterprise and its organisation into an extended/virtual enterprise.
In this paper we presented a formal model for core activities of an enterprise for manufacturing discrete-parts products. We built the model on the concepts of products, product-related resources, operations on the resources, processes for sequential execution of such operations, and business goals. The goal of the enterprise is to satisfy customer orders which determine what product should be manufactured and how many items. A process provides an implementation of one customer order, conditional on the satisfaction of its own purchase orders. It is executed concurrently with other processes. We presented two ways to compose enterprise models: allowing enterprises to interact (one enterprise's purchase order satis ed by another enterprise's customer order) and to cooperate (a set of processes which execute manufacturing operations by crossing organisational boundaries), interpreted respectively as an extended and a virtual enterprise.
Although we presented the model formally, we only explained informally its semantics. Formal semantics of the model is subject of the companion paper 7]. But several other aspects invite extensions. In particular: describing shop oor scheduling in the model, extending attributes of customer goals by timing constraints for delivery of products, logistics constraints for cooperation between enterprises, competition and marketing activities (initially discussed in 6]), product lifecycle, synchronisation between processes, process creation and so on. Another direction is building software tools. We believe further study into semantics of business operations can help discover ways of reasoning symbolically about the enterprise, its evolution and composition, and provide a formal underpinning for building tools for symbolic prediction and optimisation of business operations in manufacturing.
